What is pendulum healing?

Pendulum healing is the use of a pendulum (or bobber) as a tool to stimulate healing.

It differs from dowsing which is the use of a pendulum (or bobber, or L-rod) to find answers to questions or to detect hidden things.

What pendulum healing does is increase the likelihood that something you want to have happen will happen. Healing can be for physical health, emotional health, relationships, finances, spiritual healing, etc. Basically you use pendulum healing to increase the likelihood that something will occur if it is in your highest good and the highest good of all concerned. There is no limit to what you can do. The only limit is your imagination.

How to do a simple pendulum healing.

1) Hold a pendulum.

2) Once pendulum starts to spin, say a “command” which is a statement of what you want to have happen.

3) Let pendulum spin in circles until it goes side to side.

4) Repeat the process, or complete the healing.

Please do not share on the internet. Thank you.
For best results use a healing pendulum

See: http://www.pendulumhealing.com/pendulums.html

With a healing pendulum you can hold the pendulum over a person without saying a command and healing can occur. If you don’t have a healing pendulum please consider getting one since they will make your efforts yield better results.

Useful pendulum commands to try:

- “Remove any trauma”
- “Raise vitality to the highest level possible”
- “Increase will to live to highest level possible”
- “Change the energy of every cell, tissue and organ of the person to Blue-Green (The color of vibrant health).”
- “Increase consciousness to the highest level possible”
- “Increase amount of love to highest level possible”

For example, you get a minor injury:

“Remove any trauma from this injury”
“Raise my vitality to the highest level possible”
“Increase my will to live to highest level possible”
“Change the energy of every cell, tissue and organ of my body to Blue-Green (The color of vibrant health).”
“Increase my consciousness to the highest level possible”
“Increase amount of love I experience to highest level possible”

Seek standard medical care if needed

There is so much more you can learn. Every day I am amazed by what people are doing with pendulum healing.

Give the above a try. If you find that you like pendulum healing, please check out my website to learn more.

www.pendulumhealing.com

Please do not share on the internet. Thank you.
I have written three published books and over 30 different courses you can choose from.

I also sell custom healing pendulums that are ideally suited for both dowsing and this work.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have.

pendulumhealing@gmail.com

Thank you and congratulations on taking steps to empower yourself to make the world a better a place through Pendulum Healing.

Sincerely,

Erich Hunter Ph.D.